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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Durkin (Exchange)
Friday, Apd124, 1998 1:41 PM
Steven Levi (ISBU) (Exchange); Mike Beckerman (Exchange)
FW: Real and the Media Player

Importance:

High

----Original Message--From:
Wdl Poole
Sent:
Friday, April 24, 1998 11 57 AM
J=m Duridn (Exchange)
To."
Subject:
importance:

FV~ Real and the Media Player
High

pie send any comments to me by 3
----Orlg~nal Message--From:
W~tl Poole

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Friday, April 24, 1998 1 ~ 42 AM
Anthony Bay (Exchange)
Will
RE. Real and t~e Media Player

DRAFT- DO NOT FORWARD
,after spending time w/edc last night and reading the thread below ~ at least understand what we are doing now.
The license w/rob next week will very likely meet Paurs #1 objective, neutralizing the possibility that Real owns
proprietary technology layer on the client side. This is a very good thing for Msft. It wi!l however have a few significant
additional effects, at least the first of which I’m sure you’re aware of:
1. Real will own a medium to long term proprietary Ut layer on the streaming client, which will be driven by their existing
market share (client share and upgrades thereto), consumer awareness and demand for their "plus" client, and Rears
ability to get content providers to assicate their content with their free or plus player (blc of various marketing/distribution
advantages they will give them). There is still a dsk of Real implementing some form of dual client strategy (example
would be a small proprietary audio-only client, dshow based audio/videofanimation) that would disadvantage us in the
medium to long term as well. Client branding and other advantages here will help them on the server over time.
2. Our imperative for spending significant bizdev and cash and webdistdbution resources on NetShow ICP design wins
has been based on the understanding that:
¯ end users’ adoption of new streaming clients will be driven by the content that plays in the client;
¯ if content has a proprietary Real format, then there will be proprietary real clients everywhere;
¯ proprietary real clients lock up content and lock up protocols, bad things for msft.
If the new deal wl Real ensures that all meaningful content can be read by a msft client or a real client, there is no longer
a strategic imperative (from the client side) Io get the top ICP design wins, as Real formatted content wdf no longer
require a proprietary real client for access. (Refererences to "client" mean ptayer+ easily downloadable and/or standard
codecs.)
3. There are very few reasons why any top-50 ICP should deploy Netshow servers in the next 12+ months, and there are
many reasons for them not to do so. The following tCP evalualion matdx illustrates my point:

ICP

Derision Mabix ....
Our sales pitch to ICPs has been based on the following:
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¯
¯
¯

We will compete on client and win over time (we have best distribution). This means you want to invest now in
encoding and streaming in a fomat that witl play to the winning client.
We wilt compete on server and win over time (best long term exaction, best pricefper/orrnance, best integration).
We have good distribution assets that you need (enuf eyeballs today; even more tomorrow)

The client argument is now moot, and the distribution point is diminished by movement of Starl/HMC to IMG. The server
point has always been the hardest (most are UNIX shops). So we no longer have any compelling reason for top ICPs to
adopt NetShow other than to access whatever superior server-side features it mighl have in the future.
4. Unless I am missing b~g points, I think we should seriously reconsider expenditures of $ and resources to get top ICPs
in the next 6-12 months. Going for sposorships to get the foot in the door here and there and to place
NT+Netshow+SiteServer probably makes sense, but spending mega-$ and mega-effort does not, as I do not think we will
w~n in most accounts s~nce there is no strategic reason for them to use netshow servers.
,Suggestions?
----Original Message----

Fmrn:

David Cole

Thursday, April 23, 1998 10.25 PM
Brad Chase; Anthony Bin/(Exchange); PauJ Maritz, Jim Ailch~n IExchange); Enc Engsttom
Wdl PonCe
R E: Real and the Media Player

So.l:
To:
C¢:
Subject:

we have no winning plan on the server, let’s focus on the client, we will cooperate on the player AND the encoding
so there is no content we are locked out of. we should not compete on encoding, we need this to be open for us and
not force rob to do something proprietary, the server strategy should look more like a tools strategy that what you are
thinking about below, it should provide the easiest ways to create, store, manage, and serve up content.
Eric’s team is in the process of designing a compelling client, one that users will prefer to run. it will have branding
buttons and whatever other goo we need to get people to use it.
---Original Me~sage---From:
Brad Chase

Sent:

Thursday, April 23, 19~8 7:23 PM

To:
Anthony Bay (Exchange). Paul Maritz; David Cole; Jim AIIch~n (Exchange); Erk~ Engstrom
Cc:
W~ll Pooia
Subject: RE: Real end the Media Player

why are we so sure that users will want to install this Real super client? why are we so sure it will be better?, it
has to be more than version 5 support.
i have a number of thoughts here but email is not the right place for them. we should discuss
~Odginal Me~=age--From:
Anthony Bay (Exci’~x~e)
Sent:
Thursday, April 23, 1~ 6’51 PM
To: Paut Madtz; David Cole; Jim AIIchin (Exchange); Brad Chas~, Eric Engst.~n
Cc; Wdl Poole

Subject:

RE: Real and the Media Player

sorry if i was unclear, the question i am asking is the same question will raises below.
if Rob’s client is always a superset of our client (all our functionality plus his), if rob’s client takes over the UI
of the universal player (which would logically happen on path we are on), then how are we really better off
long term? yes dshow is the MM layer and that is a win, but it isn’t olear to me that is sufficient, if i were an
ICP, why target the microsoft client (vs tea! superset client - the free one)? if i am a user, why run the
microsoft client (vs the real free superset client), the underlying mm layer isnl relevant to many ICPs or end
users, why will they prefer to encode and stream content with a microsoft solution vs RN?
the primary product differentiation i can see in this scenado wig come from netshow team; server features
matched with unique client extensions that are not given to RN (different buttons that prefer our content
partners for example, filters for codecs RN doesn’t have. content security that RN doesn’t have), potentially
tools is an area where we could differentiate but we are not invested to do that. we all agreed in the meeting
a few weeks ago that client panty wasn’t sufficient; winning content providers to encode into formats &
codecs unique to microsoft is the long term win.
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this strategy is ok with me, but w~ll mean that eric’s team provides the MM layer but the netshow team still
needs to do meaningful client work on top of that layer as does RN. it would make no sense to give all our
differentiators away to Rob.
..--Ong~na~ Message---From;
Paul Mantz
Sent:
Thursday, April 23, 19986:19 PM
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Anthony Bay (Exchange), David Cole; Jim AIIchin (Exchange); Brad Chase, E.c Engslrom
Will Poole

RE. Reat and the Media Player

I am not sure what you (Abay) are recommending here?
My highest priority has been to make sure that DimctShow becomes the layer by which MM gets played
on Windows= and to ensure that Robg does not end up owning a complete proprietary layer Are you
recommending that we pull the PN client right away? I am not sure that that fundamentally changes the
issues betow.
Our basic issue is that we need to convince ourselves that we can ultimately develop a product that is in
some material way good enough to beat Real. We need to put our heads down and do this, and in the
interim we are going to have to spend money.
.... Original Message ....
From: Anthony Bay (Exchange)
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 1998 3:54 PM
To: Paul Mafitz; David Cole; Jim AIIchin (Exchange); Brad Chase; Eric Engstrom
Cc: Will Poole
Subject: FW: Real and the Media Player
Importance: High
if we are not very carefut with exactly how we implement our client relationsh=p with RN we may just
screw ourselves even further in the objective of winning content providers and server business.
if we successfully execute a strategy with RN where they wrap themselves around our player, add
more value, and therefore provide a better client experience than we do by ourselves (which would
be the net of current course & speed i believe) we will just help them and add momentum to them
why not use the Real player rather than our player minus them?
i liken this in a way to IE and Lotus Notes. they may use IE in Notes client, but we don’t get any
server benefit and just help them be a better windows c/lent.
can someone please help me understand where will and i are wrong on this.
----Original Message----From:
Sent:

Will Poole
Thursday. April 23, 1~ 3:1:2 PM

C¢:

Will Poole

Subject:

RE. Re~ and the Media Player

To:

Importance:

Gary Scbare; Anthony Bay (E~cl~ange}; Jim Du~n (Exchange)
High

Somehow i’m getting more and more confused as to what I’m to tell ICPs about why they should
bother encoding in our format (other than simply because we give them $).
Here’s what I net from the email below:
1. real has universal player that is more universal lhan ours (b/c it will play all of our content plus real
5/6 which we will not play)
2. real has consumer market share lead (xx million clients, all easily upgradable to this new universaf
client) that we will not match anytime soon, given that our player does not ship on its own till june
and not even in a volume vehicle until october or november (is5)
3. real’s player is sexier to users and to ICPs today (channel buttons etc. -- we have no plans for
3
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these); in future it will presumably get better as lhey build on top of our base technology.
4. real can continue to say that we collaborate, cooperate, and partner-- this alone does as much to
make sales difficult as any of the product issues.
coud someone please give me a little advice on my sales pitch? what product advantages do i have
vs real 67 what is the rude Q&A for the 25 calls me team will get on this next week? why is this
news to us, 2 days Before their devcon?
-~-Or~maJ Message--From:
Gary ~chare
Sent:
Thursday, April 23, 199~ 2,41 PM
To:
Anthony Bay (Exchange), Jim Durk~n (Exchange), John MaffeL Da~d Br~on, Will Poole, Tanya van Dam,
Mike Nash
Subject:
Real and the Media Player
Imporlance:
H~gh
I talked with Edc Engstrom today. Here’s what t found out:
¯

¯

Real is announcing next week that they’re using DirectShow as the underlying architecture of
their new RealPlayer 6.0. They have demonstrated this to Edc already and showed it
playing ASF 1.0 content. Eric is not sure if they will ship with something that plays ASF but
he believes they will. He’s also not sure exactly when this is being announced.
Real is also licensing the Microsoft Media Player for redistribution. They get the Media
Player in ~ts entirety (all cedecs and filters) and they will likely add theft Real 5 fleer. This will
give them a superset of our Media Player functionality. Edc does not believe they have the
capability to rebraed this or change the UI, but he’s not 100% sure. In the future Ed¢ ptans to
give them this capabdity.
Real has told the press (specifically business week) that our two companies collaborate on
the client and compete on the server. This is consistent with what we’ve been saying, though
we don’t know how specific he was about RealPlayer’s ability to playback NetShow content.

We should assume that Real will ship both players and both will be able to playback NetShow
and RealSystem content. We should position this as good for customers since they can play
back all content regardless of the player they choose and goo(:l for NetShow since Real will be
distributing players that play NetShow content.
In the long run, the goal is to get to one client architecture and playback mechanism where ISVs
(like Real) can add value by adding on some bells and whistles (e.g., buttons that point to
specific ICPs). Real’s license of the Media Player and use of DirectShow is a step in that
direction.
Eric has handed off the marketing of this announcement to Leslie Evans from platform marketing
but I have yet to speak with her about it. Eric believes that either he or David Cole will be the
spokeperson on the client side. I will be the spokesperson on the server side if we get any calls.
Let me know if there are any questions.
Gary Schare
Lead Prcdud: Man~jer
Nel:Show S~earning M~ltlmedla Services
htt~:ttnetshow
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Top 50 IC~P
Streaming Evaluation Matrix
KEY:
¯ l¯
¯ []
[]
~
@ ff
@@~

Real has stgndficant advantage, heavily influencing [CP’s selection criteria in a~ea of top concern to ICP
Real has notable advantage, influencang ICP decision in one or more important areas
Real has tactical advantage that helps their sales process
Real has dtsadvantage that we can sell against effectively in some accounts
Real has disadvantage that helps Netshow/DirectShow in most accounts
Real has structural disadvamage that heavaly biases top ICPs to NetShow t DirectShow

Real 6 assessment based on next week’s aunolmernent of Real licensing /redistributing DireetShow, baaing
Real client on dshow t~hnology, distributing Real codecs on microsofl.com/codecs, and continued
Microsoft endorsement. Real 7 assessments are obviously speculative,
a~his does not include any feaumm that are not largely applicable to ICP content (such as PowerPoint)

,.
Perceived or actual
Leadership
Client installed base
Clien3 distribution power
Client content
compat!biliv!
Client d, .ounload size
Client u]~gradability
Client features (free/plus)
Client ICP br’and~g
Cross platform clients

(~n, mac, untx, javaT)
Content access and
promotion .(J’imecast etc.)
Server features .....
Content authoring tools
Server suite (conunerce,
~ersonalization, etc.)
Server OS Unix or NT
Stds s~pport (ASF v2)
.
Cedecs - Display on
client
Codecs - encode and
serve / stream

AUDIO TODAY
Real 3/4 v. NS 2
.
l[][]

¯

,,,

VIDEO TODAY
Real 5 v. NS 2 Real 5 v. DS3/NS3 Real 6 v DS3/NS3 Real 7 v DS/NS4
(9 month lead)
(3 nmnth lead)
(mid CY99 ?)
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